FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Casino operators see strong performance of Spintec Karma Electronic Sic Bo/Craps
Macau, Monday, Jan 20, 2020– Place your bets and
roll your dices! That’s all you need for an exciting play
of Spintec Karma GEN2 Sic Bo/Craps. It is the only ETG
got approved by DICJ and went live in Macau market
to integrate these two games by rolling the same
dices. It allows players to freely switch the games
which adds to the overall excitement on the casino
floor.
Five automated eightseated Karma GEN2 Sic Bo/Craps cabinets are now available
in Macau. The latest one with multigame function was
installed and went live at Studio City. Moreover, the two
enable multi-game function and the one enables single Craps
function were recently installed at the largest single
structure hotel building in Asia on the Cotai Strip. Another
one enables single Craps function has already gone live
earlier at a casino operated by an American resorts group.
“The machines’ performance is stimulating that the return is much higher than the
operators expected. We keep eye on the performance and look forward to more orders
from other operators.”, said Assistant General Manager of Sales and Marketing, Vicky
Chan, Asia Pioneer Entertainment Holdings Limited.
As a part of the new ETG area in Studio City Macau, Karma GEN2 Sic Bo/ Craps is
customized for its prestigious atmosphere. The extra-large screen is surrounded by
cutting-edge LED lights with softly padded armrests in specified colour.

About Asia Pioneer Entertainment Holdings Limited
Asia Pioneer Entertainment Limited (“APE”) is a leading electronic gaming equipment
supplier in Macau. It is listed on the Growth Enterprise Market of Hong Kong Stock
Exchange, Stock Code: 8400.HK. APE was established in 2006 in Macau and is an
approved gaming machine agent licensed by the Gaming Inspection and Coordination
Bureau of Macau (DICJ). APE is a global distributor, presenting gaming manufacturers
from Slovenia, US, Taiwan and Australia. For more information, please visit
http://www.apemacau.com/.
About Spintec d.o.o.

Spintec d.o.o.is the world-class developer, designer, producer and supplier of ultimate
innovative Electronic Table Games. Spintec compact and amphitheatre gaming solutions
are well known for their cutting-edge design and technical perfection. A Slovenia-based
company offers different games (Roulette, Sic Bo / Craps, Baccarat), technologies
(automated, virtual and live gaming), languages and specific parameter of the game. Stateof-the-art gaming solutions, designed by the Spintec team, have a proven track record of
prolonging gaming sessions, and thus generate higher profitability for the operator. For
more information, please visit https://www.spintec.si/.

